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Study Purpose & Methodology

To inform its growth strategy, Tourism Nova Scotia was interested in assessing its culinary offerings from the perspective of recent visitors to the 
province. As such, it commissioned Narrative Research to partner on the development of a survey administered to visitors on the Tourism Nova 
Scotia’s Online Advisory Panel. 

Specific objectives of this research included:

• Assess the culinary reputation of NS, including perceptions, strengths, weaknesses, uniqueness and interactions with local food/drink;
• Assess awareness and utilization of the Lobster, Chowder and Good Cheer Culinary Trails;
• Identify gaps in culinary experiences and marketing opportunities; 
• Compare perceptions from the 2014 culinary survey against new findings; and
• Response testing of up to three culinary experience concepts. 

To meet study objectives, an online survey was conducted with panelists of Tourism Nova Scotia’s Online Advisory Panel (adults 18+), who had 
travelled to Nova Scotia since 2015 for leisure purposes or to see friends or relatives. In total, a random sample of 15,000 panelists were invited to 
completed the survey, and 1,965 responses were received, including those from 1,063 qualified visitors (i.e., had travelled to Nova Scotia since 
2015 for leisure purposes or to see friends or relatives). The survey was administered from July 17 to August 12, 2019 and took an average of 16.5 
minutes to complete. Narrative Research was responsible for developing the questionnaire in consultation with Tourism Nova Scotia, verifying the 
programming, coding survey responses, preparing the data and analyzing results in a written report. Tourism Nova Scotia programmed the 
questionnaire and administered the survey to members of its proprietary Online Advisory Panel.

This report presents an analysis of the results to each survey question, a summary of findings and key conclusions that address study objectives. 
Note that due to rounding, percentages may not sum exactly to 100 percent, or to the Top Box scores cited in this report. For each open-ended 
question, a random sample of 500 responses were coded.



Summar y  o f  F ind ings
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Tourism Nova Scotia
2019 Culinary Survey
Key Highlights

Methodology: 1,965 online surveys, including 1,063 from qualified 
visitors (travelled to NS for leisure purposes since 2015) | 

Data Collection:  July 17 – August 12, 2019

NS Food & Drink Experiences

57% Found NS’ food & drink experience 
important in their decision to visit 

37% said it was one of the best parts of 

their trip and 50% said it was a positive 
experience, but not one of the best parts

42% state that seafood was the best 
aspect of their eating & drinking 
experiences in NS

Notes: Unless otherwise noted, percentages represent top 2 box scores on 4-pt or 5-pt. scales. 

Nova Scotia’s Culinary Scene
Words Used 
to Describe 
NS’s Culinary 
Scene   
(Key unaided 
mentions)

35%
Delicious/

Tasty

32%
Seafood/
Lobster

31%
Good/Great
/Excellent

28%
Fresh

25%
Diverse/
Variety

Words That 
Best Describe 
(Key aided 
mentions)

Fresh
64%

Local
60%

Authentic
41%

High 
quality
28%

Comforting
23%

Diverse
19%

Agree NS offers 
travellers unique 
opportunities to 

experience its local 
offerings of foods 

& drinks

86%

Consider NS to be 
a culinary 

destination

64%

Compared to other leisure destinations visited 
in the past 5 years, NS is better in terms of…

77%
The 

seafood

57%
Its ‘farm-to-table-

culinary experiences

Culinary offerings NS does better
than other leisure destinations:   (Key unaided mentions)

35% Good/
Fresh 
seafood

16% Fresh/
farm-to-
table

14% Local 
food

23% Craft brewery 94%

19% Distillery 95%

19% Winery 91%

5% Cidery 94%

Beverage Experience: 
Purchase & Consumption

Purchased or consumed NS 
made alcoholic beverages

60%

Most frequently at…

A restaurant/pub/bar (85%)

A distillery (63%)

A restaurant/pub/bar (60%)

A restaurant/pub/bar (59%)

26% spirits

72% beer/craft beer

57% wine

18% cider 

Beverage Experience: 
Local Producers Visited 

Visited
Would 

recommend

26%
Aware

19%
Aware

10%
Aware

42% 43% 32%
Stopped at participating restaurants/retailers

2.5 2.7 3.2
Average number of stops

18%
Doers & 

Dreamers 
Guide

Culinary Trails

Hold a completely 
positive impression 

of the Culinary 
Trails visited

67%

Would definitely 
recommend 

based on their 
experiences

65%

Sources of Awareness
(Key unaided mentions)

25%
novascotia.com

Reasons for Not Visiting Stops
(Key aided mentions)

23% did not know where they were

20% did not have time

19% trails were not on way

Tall Ships 
Tastings

Spirited Beach 
Hike at Twilight

Halifax’s Donair 
Experience

86% 74% 66%
Appealing

72% 60% 57%
Likelihood of Doing

7% 6% 2%
Main Reason to Visit to Visit NS

Culinary Experience Concept Evaluation
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Summary

The 2019 Culinary Survey results show that Nova Scotia’s culinary offering remains an important component of visitors’ experience, as well as 
having some influence on their choice of this destination. Nova Scotia is well recognized for offering travellers unique opportunities to experience 
its local foods and drink, and to a lesser extent, it is considered a culinary destination. Specifically, Nova Scotia outshines other leisure destinations 
on its seafood offering, and to a lesser extent, its ‘farm-to-table’ culinary experience. Likewise, it is recognized as offering local, and to some 
extent, authentic food and drink.  Moreover, visitors hold a positive opinion of their Nova Scotia culinary experience, commonly describing the 
province’s food and drink offering as ‘delicious’, ‘excellent’, ‘fresh’, and ‘diverse’. Opportunities exist to strengthen the Province’s culinary offerings 
on its quality, freshness, and authenticity, to align with current market trends.

In addition to the Province’s food offering being well regarded, visitors shared positive impressions of the Nova Scotia-produced alcoholic 
beverages they experienced. Most visitors purchased or consumed Nova Scotia beer or wine at licenced establishments during their trip. 
Regardless of the type of beverage consumed or purchased, a large minority of visitors toured wineries, craft breweries, or distilleries while in 
Nova Scotia, with most of these outings having been decided upon during the trip. Across production site experiences, visitors most enjoyed the 
deliciousness of the products they consumed onsite, as well as enjoying their overall experience and having had a good time. In addition, 
spectacular scenery and hospitality were noted among those who enjoyed a winery experience, while those who went to distilleries appreciated 
the informative nature of the visit. Despite overwhelmingly positive opinions regarding these visits, they are not widely considered one of the best 
parts of visitors’ Nova Scotia trip. Nonetheless, the likelihood of recommending this type of experience is high.

In terms of specific offerings, awareness of the Nova Scotia Tidal Bay is low, although product trial is high among those familiar with the 
designation. Awareness or Nova Scotia’s Culinary Trails is moderate, with the Tourism Nova Scotia website being the greatest source of 
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Summary (cont.)

awareness of the Culinary Trails, followed by the Doers and Dreamers Travel Guide. The Lobster Trail is the most well-known of the Culinary 
Trails, although only one quarter of visitors have heard about it by name. Usage is moderate, and visitors report an average of 2.5 stops along 
the way. By comparison, about two in ten are aware of the Chowder Trail, with less than half having stopped at participating restaurants and 
retailers, averaging 2.7 stops along the way. Finally, the Good Cheer Trail elicits the lowest level of awareness and usage among visitors, although 
users report having stopped at an average of 3.2 locations along the way. Across all three Trails, visitors are left with strongly positive 
impressions of their Culinary Trails experience, notably with the quality of the foods, the seafood offering, and the product freshness. Visitors 
strongly endorse Nova Scotia’s Culinary Trails based on their experience. 

Not knowing where the Culinary Trails are located, a lack of time, and the Trails being out of the way are the main barriers to having experienced 
the Culinary Trails. Consequently, visitors recommend increased marketing and advertising and improved variety and selection to improve the 
Culinary Trails experience. Usage of the Culinary Trails Passport is low due to a lack of awareness or interest, and among users, the Passport 
appears to have limited influence on visitors’ decision to stop at participating retailers and restaurants.

Of the three culinary experience concepts tested, the Tall Ships Tastings and the Spirited Beach Hike at Twilight elicit the interest of visitors, and 
they would have some influence on visitors’ choice of Nova Scotia as the destination for their next trip. As such, they offer great potential for 
development. The appeal of the Halifax’s Donair experience, and resulting interest in taking part are lower in comparison, and therefore should 
be considered as a niche product. A variety of recommendations were provided regarding the types of culinary experience that would be of 
interest to visitors, with many related to seafood, which is not surprising given that this appears to be a strength of Nova Scotia’s culinary 
offerings.
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Conclusions and Considerations

The following conclusions are drawn from the analysis of the results, and address the study objectives:

Study results show that Nova Scotia’s food culture remains an important component in visitors’ choice of this destination. Similarly, Nova Scotia’s 
culinary experience continues to leave a strong positive impression on visitors, as well as being an important component of their trip. Seafood is 
by far considered the best aspect of the eating and drinking experience offered in the province, and no one area stands out as being particularly 
problematic. Costs, poor variety/lack of diversity, poor quality of food, and unhealthy foods are the main areas of concern, but each having been 
identified by only a small proportion of visitors.

While Nova Scotia is not readily seen as a culinary destination, it is recognized for offering travellers unique opportunities to experience its local 
offerings of food and drink, notably seafood. In addition, deliciousness, quality, freshness, and diversity/variety are spontaneously associated 
with the Province’s culinary scene. The whole idea of freshness, locally-sourced and authenticity also resonate with visitors and is considered to 
be reflective of Nova Scotia’s culinary scene. It should be noted that the inclusion or promotion of locally-produced foods and drink 
characterizes Nova Scotia, with the Province being seen as doing better than other destinations in terms of its ‘farm-to-table’ culinary 
experiences. As such, consideration should be given to exploring new culinary experiences or offerings that focus on this trend.

Visitors’ recommendations for improving the Nova Scotia food and drink experience primarily center around the food and drink offerings (more 
local foods, more variety or selection), in addition to increased advertising/marketing and increased affordability.

Nova Scotia offers travellers unique opportunities to experience its local offerings of food and drink and stands out for its seafood, as well as 
offering fresh, high quality, local foods, and ‘farm-to-table’ experiences. 
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Conclusions and Considerations (cont.)

The majority of visitors purchased or consumed Nova Scotia made alcoholic beverages during their trip, notably craft beer and wine, suggesting 
that experiencing the local offering is an important component of a Nova Scotia trip. That said, only a minority of visitors toured a beverage 
production facility during their most recent trip, notably a craft brewery, a distillery or a winery. The decision to include those experiences was 
mostly made once onsite in Nova Scotia. 

Visitors were left with a positive impression of those experiences, although they are not widely considered one of the best parts of their trip. 
Nonetheless, these experiences left such a positive impression that the majority of visitors are definitely likely to recommend them to others. 
Overall, those who visited alcoholic beverage producers most appreciated the taste of the beverages consumed onsite, and the overall enjoyable 
or fun experience touring the facility. In addition, those who went to a winery praised the scenic beauty, while those who visited a distillery 
commented on the informative nature of their visit. 

There is limited awareness of the Nova Scotia Tidal Bay, although product trial is high among those aware of the designation, suggesting that 
increased marketing and promotion would have a significant impact on product consumption.

Although visits to a Nova Scotia made alcoholic beverage producer are not widely considered a key highlight of a Nova Scotia trip, they leave a 
strong positive impression on visitors who strongly endorse these experiences.
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Conclusions and Considerations (cont.)

Results suggest that Nova Scotia’s Culinary Trails offer growth potential. Indeed, awareness of any of the Trails is low and all three are 
underutilized. The Lobster Trail performs better than the Chowder or Good Cheer Trails, although visitors having been to the latter tend to do 
more stops along the way. Most importantly, visitors who have experienced the Culinary Trails hold a strong positive impression of their 
experience, notably for the quality of the food, the seafood available, and the freshness of the products offered. That positive experience led the 
majority of visitors indicating they would definitely recommend the Culinary Trails. As such, these visitors have the potential to act as 
ambassadors to the Province in endorsing the Culinary Trails experience.

Currently, the Tourism Nova Scotia website and the Doers and Dreamers Travel Guide are the most important sources of awareness for the 
Culinary Trails. Not knowing where the Trails are is among the most commonly cited reasons to not have been on a Trail, suggesting that more 
advertisement and promotion is needed to increase awareness of the Culinary Trails. Since a lack of time and not travelling nearby a Trail were 
also important barriers to participation, consideration should be given to further exploring decision factors and influencers related to the 
Culinary Trail experience. 

Consideration should also be given to looking at the value of the Culinary Trails Passport, especially given that current usage is low and that it 
has limited influence in encouraging visitors to stop at participating retailers and restaurants. A lack of interest in collecting stamps or getting a 
prize or reward, as well as visitors’ recommendation to reduce the number of locations included in the passport, suggest that the purpose of the 
Passport should be reconsidered and modified to better align with visitors’ expectations. 

Nova Scotia’s Culinary Trails are well regarded by visitors and the concept offers growth potential.
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Conclusions and Considerations (cont.)

Both the Tall Ships Tastings and the Spirited Beach Hike at Twilight are experiential concepts that appeal to visitors. In addition, both elicit strong 
interest, with at least six in ten visitors indicating they would likely take part in one of these offerings while on a future trip to Nova Scotia. 
Furthermore, for about half of visitors, these culinary experiences would play some part in their decision to travel to Nova Scotia. These results 
suggest that both culinary experiences offer a good opportunity for development. By contrast, the Halifax’s Donair culinary experience holds a 
more limited appeal among visitors, and elicits somewhat lower interest for participation. This concept is not seen as a strong motivator to visit 
Nova Scotia in the future for visitors in general, and thus should be considered a niche product, and marketed accordingly.

Of the three culinary experience concepts tested, the Tall Ships Tastings and the Spirited Beach Hike at Twilling experiences should be given 
priority for further development, as they elicit some interest among visitors.  The Halifax’s Donair culinary experience should be marketed as a 
niche product.



Key  F ind ings
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Travel Patterns

Survey respondents included mostly repeat visitors to Nova Scotia.

• Of all survey respondents (n=1,631), two in ten have never travelled to 
Nova Scotia on a leisure trip or specifically to visit friends or relatives 
(VFR) since 2015, while about one in seven last travelled to the Province 
prior to 2015. All others (n=1,063) travelled to Nova Scotia for leisure or 
VFR purposes since 2015. (Table 5)

• The majority visitors who travelled to Nova Scotia since 2015 had been to the Province 
more than once. Although Canadian residents (72%) are more likely than international 
visitors to have been to Nova Scotia in the past, more than four in ten travellers from 
the United States and slightly fewer overseas visitors report having travelled to Nova 
Scotia more than once. (Table 6)



T he  N ova  Sco t ia  Fo o d  Ex per ience
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Inf luence of Food Culture on Choice of Nova Scotia

• Nova Scotia’s food culture remains a key 
consideration in visitors’ choice of this destination. 
Indeed, most visitors indicated that it played an 
important role in their choice of Nova Scotia as the 
destination for their most recent leisure/VFR trip. 
That said, the level of importance placed on Nova 
Scotia’s food culture declined since 2014. (Table 8)

• This year, Canadians placed greater importance on 
food culture in their choice of Nova Scotia (59%), 
while overseas visitors were less likely to have 
considered this attribute (49%).

• In looking at EQ Segments, Free Spirits (77%) are 
more likely than Authentic Experiencers (58%), 
Cultural Explorers (61%) and Overall Learners (58%) 
to have considered Nova Scotia’s food culture in 
their choice of this destination.

Nova Scotia’s food culture continues to influence visitors’ choice of this destination.
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Experience with Nova Scotia’s Culinary Offering

• Consistent with 2014 findings, the vast majority of 
travellers are left with a positive impression of Nova 
Scotia’s dining, food and drink experience. (Table 9)

• For the most part, visitors report they had a positive 
experience, although it was not one of the best parts 
of their trip. That being said, a strong minority of 
visitors rated their experience one of the best parts of 
their trip. 

• Visitors 18-54 years old were more likely to describe 
their culinary experience as one of the best parts of 
their trip compared to older visitors (42% vs. 35%). 
This was also the case of Free Spirits (58%) compared 
to Authentic Experiencers (35%), Cultural Explorers 
(44%) and Overall Learners (38%).

• It should be noted that fewer visitors rated the 
culinary experience as one of the best parts of their 
trip this year compared to findings reported in 2014.

Nova Scotia’s culinary experience continues to leave a strong positive impression on visitors, as an important component of their trip.
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Best Aspects of Eating and Drinking Experience

• Visitors identified a variety of attributes they like best about 
their eating and drinking experience in Nova Scotia. (Table 
10a)

• The Province is most recognized for its seafood, an offering 
that is more top-of-mind among first time visitors (47%) than 
among those who have been to the Province before (39%).

• Nova Scotia’s culinary offering is also praised, albeit to a lesser 
extent, for its provision of good food and restaurants, offering 
variety and diversity, its hospitality and friendly people, and for 
the foods/products being fresh. All other positive aspects were 
each mentioned by less than one in ten visitors.

• Hospitality is more commonly noted by repeat visitors (17%) 
than by those on their first visit (9%). At the same time, 
seafood was more commonly cited by those for whom Nova 
Scotia’s food culture was important in their choice of these 
destination (49% vs. 33%).

Nova Scotia’s seafood is considered one of the best aspects of visitors’ eating and drinking experience.
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Worst Aspects of Eating and Drinking Experience

• Visitors identified a variety of aspects they 
disliked related to their eating and drinking 
experience during their most recent 
leisure/VFR trip to Nova Scotia. (Table 10b)

• Although no one aspect clearly stands out as 
being problematic, it should be noted that 
visitors are most critical of the cost, and to a 
lesser extent with the poor variety or lack of 
diversity, the poor quality of food, and the 
amount of unhealthy/fried/fast foods. All other 
aspects are each less commonly cited.

While a variety of aspects were disliked by visitors regarding their eating and drinking experience in Nova Scotia, no one aspect is particularly 
problematic. The high cost is the aspect least liked.
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Recommended Improvements

• A variety of suggestions to improve Nova Scotia’s 
food and drink offerings were offered by visitors, 
notably in terms of improved advertising and 
marketing, offering more local foods, more 
affordable options, and a greater variety or 
selection. (Table 11)

• Other recommendations for improvements each 
mentioned less frequently related to food/drink 
offerings (better seafood, healthier options, offers 
to address dietary restrictions, and better 
quality), or other aspects of the culinary 
experience (improved service, increased number 
of breweries/brew pubs, faster service, smaller 
portions, better hours, more outdoor dining 
options, cleaner facilities, and longer lobster 
season).

Visitors’ recommendations for improving the Nova Scotia food and drink experience primarily centers around the food and drink offerings, in addition 
to increased advertising/marketing and increased affordability.



Nova  Sco t ia ’s  Cu l inar y  Scene
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Perceptions of Nova Scotia’s Culinary Scene

• Visitors were asked to identify what three words they would 
use to describe Nova Scotia’s culinary scene, that is its overall 
food and drink offerings. Overall, visitors are left with a 
positive impression in terms of the food and drink being tasty, 
of high quality, fresh, diverse, and focused on seafood or 
lobster. (Table 7)

• To a lesser extent, Nova Scotia’s culinary scene was described 
as being unique or innovative, local, fun/exciting, including 
beverages, being interesting, plentiful, and affordable. Other 
positive descriptive used less frequently include 
friendly/welcoming, maritime/coastal, home cooking, 
beautiful/scenic, traditional/historic, modern/contemporary, 
comforting, sweet/baked goods, produce/fruits, healthy, 
memorable/unforgettable, and relaxing/peaceful.

• The few visitors who were left with a negative impression 
consider the offering average/normal/not unique, expensive, 
with limited options, and unhealthy/greasy/fried.

Nova Scotia’s culinary scene is well regarded and is most commonly associated with a delicious product, seafood/lobster, freshness, and diversity/variety. 
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Perceptions of Nova Scotia’s Culinary Scene (cont.)

• Opinions are consistent across visitors regardless of a previous visit to Nova Scotia.

• Visitors residing outside of North-America are less likely than Canadians or American visitors to say that Nova Scotia’s food and drink is 
diverse or varied (10%, vs. 27% and 25%, respectively). They are, however, more likely to have identified local alcohol/wine/beer/spirits in 
their description (18%, vs. 5% and 4%, respectively).

• Authentic Experiencers are far more likely than Cultural Explorers and Free Spirits to have highlighted Nova Scotia’s seafood/lobster (44%, vs. 
22% and 21%, respectively). By contrast, mentions related to ‘freshness’ were less common among Free Spirits (10%) than among Authentic 
Experiencers (32%), Cultural Explorers (29%) and Overall Learners (32%).
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Nova Scotia’s Culinary Scene

Among pre-determined attributes, Nova Scotia’s culinary scene is commonly seen as fresh, local, and to a lesser extent, authentic. At the same time, it 
is seldom perceived as being cutting-edge, of low quality, and boring.

• Visitors were asked to select up to three words among a list of 15 
qualifiers, that best describe Nova Scotia’s culinary scene. (Table 12)

• The words, ‘fresh’ and ‘local’ were most commonly chosen, followed 
by the idea of being ‘authentic’. 

• To a lesser extent, Nova Scotia’s culinary scene is perceived as being 
of ‘high quality’, ‘comforting’, and ‘diverse’. 

• Only a small minority of visitors chose the descriptors, ‘familiar’, 
‘expensive’, ‘predictable’, ‘exciting’, ‘limited’, and ‘innovative’. 

• Nova Scotia’s culinary scene is not readily seen as ‘boring’, of ‘low 
quality’ nor ‘cutting edge’.

• The word ‘comforting’ was least commonly chosen by visitors who 
reside outside of North America (8%) than by Canadians (27%) and 
Americans (19%). The word ‘exciting’ was more commonly cited by 
Free Spirits (15%) than by Authentic Experiencers (6%) and Overall 
Learners (7%).
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Nova Scotia as a Culinary Destination

• The vast majority of visitors believe that Nova Scotia offers 
travellers unique opportunities to experience its local 
offerings of food and drink, including four in ten who are in 
complete agreement with this claim. (Table 13a)

• North American travellers are more likely to be in complete 
agreement with this statement than visitors from other 
countries.  Similarly, Cultural Explorers and Free Spirits are 
more likely to be in complete agreement than are Authentic 
Experiencers and Overall Learners. 

• Nova Scotia is considered a culinary destination by a 
majority of visitors, although only one in seven are in 
complete agreement with this statement. (Table 13b)

• Canadian travellers are more likely than American visitors to 
consider Nova Scotia a culinary destination (69% vs., 55%, 
respectively). This opinion is also more pronounced among 
Free Spirits (80%) than among Authentic Experiencers (62%) 
and Overall Learners (64%).

Nova Scotia is recognized for offering travellers unique opportunities to experience its local food and drink offerings, and it is somewhat considered a 
culinary destination.
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Inf luence of Local Food and Drink in the Choice of Restaurants

• Overall, the availability of local food plays an 
important role in visitors’ choice of restaurants 
while in Nova Scotia. In fact, three in ten 
visitors consider it critical in their choice of 
where to eat, while an additional six in ten find 
it important but not critical. (Table 27a)

• The availability of local drinks is less of a draw, 
with about half of visitors who look for this 
kind of offering before choosing a place to eat, 
and a similar proportion for whom this is not a 
consideration. (Table 27b)

• The availability of local drinks is more of a 
consideration for Cultural Explorers (60%) and 
Free Spirits (65%) than for Authentic 
Experiencers (46%).

The availability of local food is highly influential on visitors’ choice of restaurants, while the local drink offerings is less of a draw.
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Nova Scotia Compared to Other Destinations

• Nova Scotia clearly stands out against other leisure 
destinations visitors have been to in the past five years 
in terms of its seafood offering. (Table 14b)

• To a lesser extent, Nova Scotia is viewed as 
outperforming other destinations in terms of its ‘farm-
to-table’ culinary experience. (Table 14e)

• Nova Scotia is also appreciated for the overall quality 
and the uniqueness of its culinary offering, although it 
does not have a competitive edge on those fronts. 
(Tables 14a and 14d)

• There are nearly as many visitors who believe Nova 
Scotia is better than other destinations in terms of the 
locally produced wine, as there are visitors who believe 
they are on par. It should be noted that just over half of 
visitors expressed a definite opinion in this regard, with 
the others being unsure. (Table 14c)

Nova Scotia outshines other leisure destinations familiar to visitors in terms of its seafood offering, and to a lesser extent, its ‘farm-to-table’ culinary 
experience.
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Nova Scotia Compared to Other Destinations (cont.)

• A number of differences of opinions are evident based on visitors’ EQ Segment. Specifically, Cultural Explorers (62%) and Free Spirits (68%)  are 
more likely than Authentic Experiencers (52%) and Overall Learners (54%) to rate the uniqueness of Nova Scotia’s culinary offerings as being 
better than offerings from other destinations they have visited in the past five years.

• Cultural Explorers and Free Spirits are also more likely than Authentic Experiencers and Overall Learners to rate Nova Scotia’s seafood as much
better than that of other destinations (both 60% vs. 40% and 51%, respectively).

• Cultural Explorers and Free Spirits who rated Nova Scotia on its locally-produced wine were more likely than Authentic Experiencers to believe 
that the Province’s offering is better than that of other destinations they have visited in the recent past (56% and 53% vs. 38%, respectively).

• Free Spirits are more likely than Authentic Experiencers and Overall Learnings to believe that Nova Scotia stands out against other destinations 
for the overall quality of its culinary offerings. (68% vs. 53% and 55%, respectively).
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What Stands Out About Nova Scotia’s Culinary Offerings

• A variety of responses were provided when 
visitors were asked what Nova Scotia does better 
than other leisure destinations in terms of its 
culinary offerings. For the most part, however, 
Nova Scotia is most recognized for its seafood 
offering. (Table 15)

• To a lesser extent, the offering of fresh food and 
the ‘farm-to-table’ approach, as well as offering 
local foods, are considered competitive 
advantages. All other attributes were each 
mentioned less frequently.

• Visitors residing in outside of North-America are 
more likely than American visitors to highlight 
the freshness of Nova Scotia’s seafood (52% vs. 
33%, respectively).

Nova Scotia stands out against other leisure destination for its seafood, and to a lesser extent, for its focus on freshness or the ‘farm-to-table’ 
approach, and for its local foods.



B everage  Ex per ience
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Nova Scotia Made Alcoholic Beverage Consumption

• Most visitors consumed or purchased Nova Scotia made alcoholic beverages during their most recent trip to Nova Scotia where they travelled 
for leisure or VFR purposes, most commonly beer and to a lesser extent, wine. Visitors from overseas were more likely than American visitors 
to have consumed these kinds of alcoholic beverages during their trip, notably Nova Scotia beer/craft beer. (Tables 16 and 17)

Most visitors purchased or consumed Nova Scotia made beer or wine during their last leisure/VFR trip to Nova Scotia.
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Locations Where Beverage Was Consumed or Purchased

• Nova Scotia made beer, wine and cider are generally purchased or consumed at a restaurant, pub, or bar, while spirits are most commonly 
experienced at the beverage production location. Other types of alcoholic beverages are mainly purchased at a retailer. (Table 18) 

Nova Scotia made wine, beer and cider are primarily consumed at restaurants, pubs or bars, while spirits are experienced at a distillery.
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Alcoholic Beverage Production Locations Visited

• Overall, 41% of travellers report having been to at least one 
beverage production site during their trip to Nova Scotia. This is 
notably the case of visitors 18-54 years old (48%) more so than of 
older visitors (39%). (Table 19a-d)

• Specifically, nearly one-quarter of visitors went to a craft brewery 
during their stay, while slightly fewer visited a distillery or a 
winery. It should be noted that repeat visitors are more likely than 
those travelling to Nova Scotia for the first time, to have been to a 
winery. 

• Cidery visits are less common in comparison, with just five percent 
of visitors having been to at least one location during their trip.

• Craft breweries are a more popular destination among visitors 18-
54 years old than among older visitors (30% vs. 20%, respectively).

• Cultural Explorers were more likely than Authentic Experiencers 
and Overall Learners to have visited a craft brewery in Nova 
Scotia.

A significant minority of visitors report having been to a craft brewery, a distillery or a winery during their last leisure/VFR trip to Nova Scotia.
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Decision to Visit  Local Alcoholic Beverage Producers

• The decision to visit a local alcoholic beverage 
producer is primarily made after arriving in 
Nova Scotia. This is most notably the situation 
among first time visitors. (Table 20)

• By contrast, just over one-third planned the visit 
ahead of their trip, notably those who had 
already travelled to Nova Scotia in the past.

A decision to visit a local alcoholic beverage producer is primarily made while travelling in Nova Scotia. 
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Experience Visit ing Local Alcoholic Beverage Producers

• The vast majority of visitors were left with a positive 
impression of their experience at one of the local 
alcoholic beverage producers, although some 
variations are noteworthy in terms of the impact of 
those experiences on the overall Nova Scotia trip, as 
reported below. (Tables 21a-d)

• Most of those who visited a winery feel that their 
experience left a positive impression, with fewer 
labelling it one of the best parts of their trip. The 
majority of those who visited a craft brewery or a 
distillery describe those experiences as positive, and to 
a lesser extent, one of the best parts of their trip.

• Similarly, a cidery visit is most commonly seen as a 
positive experience, with only a minority of visitors 
labelling it one of the best parts of their trip.

Although visitors are left with a positive impression of their visit to a winery, craft brewery, cidery, or distillery, it is not widely considered one of the 
best parts of their Nova Scotia trip.
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Best Parts of Nova Scotia Winery Experience

• Those who felt their experience at 
Nova Scotia wineries was either the 
best part or one of the best parts of 
their trip mainly appreciated the 
taste of the wine, the scenic beauty 
of the winery, felt general enjoyment 
with the experience overall, praised 
the hospitality/service, found the 
experience informative, or 
experienced good food. (Table 22a)

• The few visitors who found the 
experience not very good or really 
bad (n=6) were displeased with the 
poor quality of wine and the high 
fees/tasting fees.

Nova Scotia’s wineries left a lasting impression on visitors for the good tasting wine, the scenic beauty, the enjoyment of the experience overall, and 
the hospitality/service.
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Best Parts of Nova Scotia Cidery Experience

The taste of Nova Scotia cider and an enjoyable cidery experience contributed to making the cidery visit one of the best parts of a Nova Scotia trip for 
a small number of visitors. 

• The few visitors who experienced a 
Nova Scotia cidery and found it to be 
the best part or one of the best parts 
of their trip (n=9) appreciated the 
taste of the cider and the overall 
cidery experience. (Table 22b)

• Only one visitor was left with a 
negative impression of their cidery 
experience, due to poor service. 
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• Having had a good or fun experience and 
the taste of the beer consumed were most 
commonly cited by visitors who found that 
their craft brewery visits were the best 
part or one of the best parts of their Nova 
Scotia trip. 

• Other attributes are less common, 
including an appreciation for craft beer, 
the visit having been informative, the 
overall atmosphere of the brewery, 
sampling beer, a good brewery tour, and a 
good variety of beer. (Table 22c)

• The very few visitors who found their 
experience not very good or really bad 
(n=3) are displeased with the poor quality 
of beer and the costs.

35

Best Parts of Nova Scotia Craft  Brewery Experience

Visitors considered that their craft brewery experience was the best part or one of the best parts of their trip for the fun experience and the delicious 
taste of beer.
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• Visitors who found their distillery 
experience the best part or one of the 
best parts of their Nova Scotia trip are 
mostly pleased with the good/fun 
experience, the visit having been 
informative, and the delicious taste of 
the products. To a much lesser extent, 
the distillery experience made a 
lasting impression for the 
hospitality/service, the quality of the 
tour, and sampling opportunities. 
(Table 22d)

• Those unpleased with their experience 
(n=7) commented on the poor 
service/distillery being unwelcoming, 
the poor quality of products, and the 
lack of variety. 

36

Best Parts of Nova Scotia Dist i l lery Experience

A distillery experience made a lasting impression on visitors for its fun experience, for being informative, and for the deliciousness of the products 
consumed onsite.
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Endorsement of Experiences at Alcoholic Beverage Producers

• Further highlighting visitors’ satisfaction with 
their experience at Nova Scotia’s alcoholic 
beverage producers , the vast majority would 
recommend the experience of a Nova Scotia 
winery, craft brewery, cidery, or distillery to 
others, including more than half who indicated 
they would definitely speak favourably of their 
experience to others. (Tables 23a-d)

Visitors strongly endorse Nova Scotia’s experiences at local alcoholic beverage producers and would definitely recommend it to others.
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What Visitors Would Recommend About Nova Scotia Wineries

• Visitors who would recommend Nova Scotia’s 
wineries based on their last experience were asked 
to identify what specifically they would recommend. 
Overall, the quality of the wine they tasted and the 
good sampling opportunities are the aspects more 
appreciated about Nova Scotia wineries. (Table 24a)

• To a lesser extent, visitors enjoyed the overall 
quality of the wineries, the scenic beauty of the 
location, and the quality of the tours. Other 
attributes that left a positive impression on visitors 
include the friendliness of the service, the 
variety/selection of products, the informative nature 
of the experience, and the quality of foods and 
restaurants onsite.

• All other attributes were each mentioned by less 
than five percent of visitors.

Visitors would most likely recommend the good taste of Nova Scotia wines and the sampling opportunities at wineries, based on their positive 
experience.
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What Visitors Would Recommend About Nova Scotia Cideries

• For the most part, good sampling opportunities 
and having enjoyed the taste of ciders consumed 
are the main things visitors would recommend 
about a Nova Scotia cideries experience. (Table 
24b)

• Other less commonly cited attributes include the 
variety/selection, an overall appreciation for the 
cideries, the uniqueness of ciders or flavours, 
friendly service, good cidery tours, and the 
scenic beauty of the location.

Good sampling opportunities and having enjoyed the taste of ciders are the main attributes visitors would recommend about Nova Scotia cideries.
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What Visitors Would Recommend About Nova Scotia Craft  Breweries

• A general appreciation for the beers available at 
craft breweries is the main reason visitors would 
recommend this experience to others, followed 
by the sampling opportunities, the 
variety/selection, and having had a fun 
experience overall. (Table 24c)

• To a lesser extent, visitors mention the quality of 
the brewery tours, the friendly service, the local 
nature of the breweries, and their experience 
having been informative. 

• All other reasons are each cited by less than five 
percent of visitors.

Visitors would recommend Nova Scotia’s craft breweries for the good beers offered, sampling opportunities, the variety/selection of products, and the 
fun experience.
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What Visitors Would Recommend About Nova Scotia Dist i l leries

• While visitors who are pleased with their distillery 
experience identified a variety of things they would 
recommend, the general quality of spirit is the 
attribute  most commonly cited. (Table 24d)

• Visitors would also speak positively about the 
quality of the distillery tours, sampling 
opportunities, and having had a good experience 
overall. 

• All other attributes are each mentioned by less 
than one in ten visitors.

The quality of the spirits left a positive impression on visitors who would recommend Nova Scotia’s distilleries based on their experience.
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Nova Scotia Tidal  Bay Designation

• Only a small minority of visitors report having heard of the Nova Scotia Tidal Bay designation, based on a short description provided to them. 
Awareness is slightly higher among repeat visitors (17%) than first time travellers to Nova Scotia (10%). (Table 25)

• That said, the majority of visitors familiar with the designation have tried a Nova Scotia Tidal Bay wine. (Table 26) 

Awareness of Nova Scotia’s Tidal Bay is minimal, although product trial is high among those familiar with the designation.



Nova  Sco t ia ’s  Cu l inar y  Tra i l s
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Nova Scotia’s Lobster Trai l

• Of all three Culinary Trails, visitors are most familiar with the Lobster Trail, although name awareness is limited to one-quarter of visitors. 
Among those visitors, a large minority report having been on the Lobster Trail during their most recent trip to Nova Scotia, having stopped at 
an average of 2.5 participating retailers or restaurants. Free Spirits are more likely to be aware of the Lobster Trail than Authentic Experiencers 
and Overall Learners. Likewise, visitors from overseas are the most likely to have heard of this Culinary Trail. (Tables 28a, 30a, and 31a)

The Lobster Trail is the most well-known of Nova Scotia’s Culinary Trails, and  usage is moderate.
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Nova Scotia’s Chowder Trai l

• One in five visitors report having heard of the Chowder Trail. A large minority of those visitors have been on the Chowder Trail during their 
most recent trip to Nova Scotia, having stopped at an average of 2.7 participating retailers or restaurants. Overseas visitors are more likely 
than Canadian visitors to have heard of the Chowder Trail. (Tables 28b, 30b, and 31b)

There is low awareness of the Chowder Trail and usage is moderate. Visitors who used the Trail report having stopped at 2.7 participating retailers 
and restaurants on average.
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Nova Scotia’s Good Cheer Trai l

• Awareness of the Good Cheer Trail is the lowest of all three Culinary Trails, with one in ten visitors having heard about it by name. Usage is 
also limited, with about one-third of visitors aware of this Trail having stopped at participating restaurants or retailers during their most 
recent trip to Nova Scotia. On average, visitors stopped at 3.2 participating retailers or restaurants while travelling the Good Cheer Trail. 
(Tables 28c, 30c, and 31c)

The Good Cheer Trail elicits the lowest level of awareness and usage among visitors, although users report having stopped at 3.2 participating 
retailers and restaurants on average while travelling the Trail.
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Sources of Awareness of the Culinary Trai ls

• The Tourism Nova Scotia website (www.novascotia.com) 
is the most important source of awareness for the 
Culinary Trails, particularly among first time visitors to 
Nova Scotia, closely followed by the Doers and 
Dreamers Travel Guide. (Table 29)

• In addition, about one in ten visitors each found out 
about the Culinary Trails at a Visitor Information Centre, 
through word-of-mouth, via the Taste of Nova Scotia 
website, or by searching the Internet. 

• All other sources of awareness are less prevalent in 
comparison.

• Free Spirits (24%) are more likely than Cultural Explorers 
(7%) and Overall Learners (9%) to have learned about 
the Culinary Trails at Nova Scotia Visitor Information 
Centres.

The website www.novascotia.com and the Doers and Dreamers Travel Guide are the most important sources of awareness for the Nova Scotia 
Culinary Trails.
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Reasons for Not Visit ing Culinary Trai ls

• Visitors aware of the Culinary Trails but who did 
not stop or visit one of them during their most 
recent trip to Nova Scotia (n=181) were asked to 
explain their decision. Not knowing where the 
Culinary Trails are located, insufficient time, and 
not travelling nearby are the main reasons 
provided. (Table 32)

• To a lesser extent, visitors were influenced by 
others in their travel party, or they had no 
interest in the Culinary Trails.

Not knowing where the Culinary Trails are located, a lack of time, and the Trails being out of the way are the main reasons visitors aware of the 
Culinary Trails did not tour them during their most recent trip to Nova Scotia.
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Impressions of Culinary Trai ls

• Visitors who stopped at participating 
retailers or restaurants while visiting the 
Culinary Trails are left with a strongly 
positive impression of their experience. 
Moreover, nearly all others indicate being 
somewhat positive about the Culinary Trails. 
(Table 33)

The Culinary Trails elicit strongly positive impressions among those who visited participating restaurants or retailers.
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Most Enjoyed About Culinary Trai ls

• The most enjoyable parts of the Culinary Trails 
experience is the quality of the food, the seafood, 
and the freshness of the food available. (Table 34)

• To a lesser extent, visitors appreciate the 
hospitality and friendliness of the people, the 
information provided on the food or drink 
offerings, the diversity or variety of food, the 
inclusion of local foods or ingredients, and the 
scenic beauty of the locations. 

• Just a few visitors are pleased with their 
experience because of the availability of good 
beverage options, and for having experienced 
something unique or different.

The quality and freshness of the food and the availability of seafood are the most enjoyable parts of the Culinary Trails experiences.
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Recommended Improvements to Culinary Trai ls

• Among visitors’ suggestions for improving the 
Culinary Trails experience, increased advertising 
and promotion, as well as increased variety or 
selection of restaurants are the most commonly 
cited. (Table 35)

• Other suggestions include making information 
about the Culinary Trails easier to access or 
more plentiful, improving the quality of the food 
offered, lowering prices, improving restaurants’ 
opening hours, and making it easier to use the 
Culinary Trails app. Of note, close to four in ten 
of those who visited a Culinary Trail were unable 
to suggest how the Culinary Trails experience 
could be enhanced.

Increasing advertising and promotion, as well as improving the variety and selection of restaurants, are the most common recommendations to 
improve the Culinary Trails experience.
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Likel ihood of Recommending Culinary Trai ls

• A good majority of visitors express definite 
intentions to recommend Nova Scotia’s 
Culinary Trails based on their experience, with 
nearly all others expressing probable 
intentions. (Table 36)

• Visitors more strongly endorse the Good Cheer 
Trail, although definite intentions to 
recommend the Chowder Trail and Lobster 
Trail remain strong.

Visitors strongly endorse Nova Scotia’s Culinary Trails based on their experience.
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Culinary Trai ls Passport

• Only a small minority of visitors who toured the Culinary Trails reportedly used the Culinary Trails Passport. Among them (n=18), about half 
indicated that the Passport encouraged them to stop at participating restaurants and retailers. Not being aware of the Passport system or a 
lack of interest to collect stamps or to get a prize or reward are the most common reasons explaining why some Culinary Trails visitors did not 
use the Passport. (Tables 37, 38, and 39)

Usage of the Culinary Trails Passport is low due to a lack of awareness or interest, and among users, the Passport appears to have a limited influence 
on visitors’ decision to stop at participating retailers and restaurants.
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Recommendations Regarding the Culinary Trai ls Passport

• The few visitors who used the Culinary Trails 
Passport on their most recent trip to Nova 
Scotia, but who indicated that the Passport 
did not encourage them to stop along the way 
(n=8) were asked what could have made the 
Passport more useful to them. (Table 40)

• For the most part, those visitors do not 
provide any recommendations or are unsure 
of how the Passport system could be 
improved. The only suggestions provided is to 
include fewer locations and increased 
awareness.

Visitors share few recommendations to make the Culinary Trails Passport more useful or enticing.



C ul inar y  Ex per ience  Co ncept  Eva luat ion
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Culinary Experience Concept Evaluation

Visitors were asked their opinions on three ideas for culinary experiences under consideration. Below is a description provided to visitors for each 
concept tested:

Tall Ship Tastings

Savour Nova Scotia’s best food and drink onboard Canada’s famous schooner, the Bluenose II! Visit this tall ship when it is docked at select ports 
along Nova Scotia’s beautiful seacoast for an exclusive tasting menu of regional delicacies. Get the inside scoop from local culinary ambassadors 
featuring the freshest from land and sea, paired with award-winning drinks and peppered with seafaring stories from the crew.

Spirited Beach Hike at Twilight

As the sun sets, start your exclusive guided wilderness adventure to discover the night sky’s stellar stories. Hike a forest trail to a secluded sandy 
beach to gaze at some of the darkest skies in North America. It’s the perfect spot to enjoy a tasting of Nova Scotia spirits paired with locally-
sourced bites, and legends of the night sky. Fueled with wonder and the thrill of a night hike, return to the trail head guided by nocturnal woodland 
sounds and your expert guide.

Halifax’s Donair

How did pita bread filled with savoury meat and topped with tomatoes, onions and a sweet sauce become the official food of Halifax? Get the 
story behind this much-loved taste of Halifax, discover new twists on these flavours from dips to pizza, and find out what drinks and sides pair 
perfectly as you enjoy all-things donair with a local insider.
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Tall  Ships Tastings Experience

• The Tall Ships Tastings idea elicits interest among a strong majority of visitors and is the most promising of all three concepts tested. More than 
eight in ten visitors find the idea appealing, and nearly three-quarters would likely take part during their next trip to Nova Scotia. At the same 
time, about six in ten visitors consider that an opportunity to take part in this experience may influence their decision to travel to Nova Scotia 
in the future. (Tables 41a, 42a, and 43a) 

The Tall Ships Tastings concept elicits interest from  visitors, and it would have some impact on visitors’ choice of Nova Scotia for their next trip.
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Spirited Beach Hike at Twil ight Experience

• Visitors find the Beach Hike at Twilight concept generally appealing, and the idea elicits some interest for participation. Indeed, three-quarters 
of visitors find the concept either somewhat or very appealing, and six in ten express a desire to take part if travelling to Nova Scotia in the 
future. The idea is most appealing to visitors from outside of North America and those 18-54 years old, who were also most likely to express 
likelihood of participating. This concept has limited influence on visitors’ choice of Nova Scotia as the destination for a future trip, even among 
those who find the concept appealing. (Tables 41c, 42c, and 43c)

The Spirited Beach Hike at Twilight idea is appealing to visitors and it elicits some participation interest. About half of visitors would travel to Nova 
Scotia for this experience.
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Halifax ’s Donair Experience

• The idea for the Halifax’s Donair culinary experience elicits mixed reactions, with only a small majority finding the concept appealing. Across 
visitors, this idea is most appealing among US visitors. Regardless of where visitors come from, just over half would consider taking part if 
travelling to Nova Scotia in the future,  suggesting the product should be marketed to a niche audience. This concept would not motivate 
visitors to travel to Nova Scotia. (Tables 41b, 42b, and 43b)

The Halifax’s Donair culinary experience holds limited appeal and elicits mixed likelihood of participation, suggesting an opportunity to be developed 
as a niche product.
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Culinary Experience Concept Evaluation

A few differences of opinions are noteworthy based on where visitors originate and which EQ Segment they belong to, as presented below.

• The Tall Ships Tastings experience elicits the highest appeal among Cultural Explorers (59% very appealing) and Free Spirits (57%), while appeal 
is lower in comparison for Authentic Experiencers (40%) and Overall Learners (46%). Both of these segments are also most likely to express 
intentions to take part in this experience if they came to Nova Scotia (definitely/probably: 85% Cultural Explorers and 86% Free Spirits vs. 71% 
Authentic Experiencers and 74% Overall Learners). Moreover, Free Spirits are far more likely than visitors in any of the other three segments to 
indicate that this experience would be a reason for them to visit Nova Scotia. 

• The Spirited Beach Hike at Twilight is more appealing to overseas visitors than to North Americans (86% overseas vs. 75% Canadians and 71% 
Americans). Likewise, interest in taking part is higher among overseas visitors (74% definitely/probably) than among Canadians (59%) or 
Americans (58%). Across EQ Segments, Cultural Explorers and Free Spirits are more likely than Authentic Experiencers and Overall Learners to 
have found this idea very appealing (50% and 52% vs. 33% and 39%, respectively). Likewise, interest in taking part is highest among these two 
segments (definitely/probably: 70% Cultural Explorers, 79% Free Spirits, 57% Authentic Experiencers, and 62% Overall Learners). Finally, across 
all four segments, Free Spirits are the most likely to be motivated to visit Nova Scotia because of this experience. 

• Across visitor segments, the overall appeal of the Halifax’s Donair experience is higher among American visitors than among those travelling 
from overseas (72% vs. 57%). Similarly, expressed likelihood of taking part in this activity is higher among American visitors (63% 
definitely/probably) than among those form overseas (50%). Across key EQ Segments, this experience is more appealing overall to Cultural 
Explorers (73%) and Free Spirits (78%) than among Authentic Experiencers (62%) and Overall Learners (66%). In addition, overall likelihood of 
taking part in this experience is higher among Free Spirits (75%) than among any of the other three segments (55% Authentic Experiencers, 
63% Cultural Explorers, and 57% Overall Learners). This experience is also more likely to motivate Free Spirits to travel to Nova Scotia, 
compared to those in any of the other three segments. 
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Other Culinary Experiences – Recommendations

• When asked for their suggestions, visitors identified a variety of other 
culinary experiences they would like to see available in Nova Scotia. (Table 
44)

• Experiences that center around seafood are most commonly cited, 
followed by those that include local or in-season food offerings, 
traditional/heritage foods, beach/ocean dining experiences, winery tours 
or wine tastings, and ‘farm-to-table’ dining experiences. Visitors also 
express an interest for a wide range of prices for culinary experiences. 

• Other ideas less commonly cited relate to food festivals, farmers markets, 
cooking lessons, experiences that feature desserts or baked goods, craft 
brewery tours or tastings, vegetarian options, or experiences that focus 
on fruits.

• Experiences that combine food/drink and outdoor or physical activities 
are suggested, as well as those which include live entertainment, or that 
are focused on specific regions. Visitors would also like to see offerings 
that appeal to families.

A variety of suggestions are made for new culinary experiences, notably those that focus on seafood, local or in-season offerings, traditional/heritage 
foods and beach/ocean experiences.



Demo graph ics
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Survey Respondents’  Demographics
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